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In the beginning of the 20th century, Korea got occupied by the
Japanese imperialists. Immediately, after the occupation took part, the
Korean people started armed struggle against the Japanese imperialists
and thus achieved the liberation of their country. This could only
happen, because of the brilliant leadership of Comrade Kim Il Sung.
From his early childhood on, he devoted his whole life for the
sovereignty of the country and the happiness of the Korean people.
The USA denied the wish of the Korean people to live sovereign life.
They occupied the south of the Korean peninsula and established there
a puppet regime. In the year 1950 the USA, together with the south
Korean puppet regime, started the war against the DPRK. In a threeyear long war, the DPRK people under the leadership of
Comrade Kim Il Sung, defeated the US imperialists and their allies.
The USA never accepted their defeat. The US administration tried
every opportunity to destroy and sovereignty of the DPRK. The Juche
idea created by the great Leader Comrade Kim Il Sung is the guiding
line for the DPRK people in their struggle for sovereignty. Even in the
hardest times during the Arduous March the DPRK people under the

wise leadership of Comrade Kim Jong Il took all measures for the
independence of the country.
For this reason, Comrade Kim Jong Il developed the Songun
politics.
Leader Kim Jong Un systematised the ideas of his predecessors to
the theory of Kimilsungism-Kimjongilism.
DPRK: A Role Model for Neutral Austria
After the WWII Austria was occupied by the four allied countries-the former Soviet Union, USA, France, and Great Britain. Like
Germany, Austria was also divided into four parts. In 1955, after a
treaty between Austria and the allied countries was signed, the foreign
forces left the country and we got our sovereignty back.
In the treaty it was written that Austria must be “Eternal Neutral”.
That means it is for Austria forbidden to join a military block. During
the “Cold War” Austria was surrounded by NATO and Warsaw-Treaty
States.
At that time Austria was a very small country surrounded by the
allies of both super-powers. Austria always had a capitalist system but
according to our “Eternal Neutrality”, we had good bilateral contacts
with all countries in the world. For this reason, Vienna became one of
the UN-Headquarters, and all of negotiations between the Soviet Union
and the USA took place in Vienna. In the economic field Austria had
excellent ties with the so-called eastern and western Blocks.
After the collapse of the socialist countries in the eastern Europe, the
Austrian government decided that our state should join the European

Union. They argued that Austria is too small to stay independent. So,
the political situation in Austria changed dramatically. We lost our
sovereignty almost completely. F. e. our national law is ranked under
the EU-Law. We have not our own currency anymore. In fact, inside
the EU we are under the domination from bigger countries, especially
Germany. Austrian soldiers exercise with foreign troops together.
Austria joins the partnership of peace program from NATO. In fact, we
lost our neutrality.
A lot of people in Austria are not satisfied with the current situation.
Most of the Austrian population are now against the EU and look for a
way to get out. The Austrian politicians tell the people that it is for
Austria impossible to live out of the EU because Austria is too small to
stay independent and sovereign.
For this reason we have to show the Austrian people the reality of
the DPRK, It shows, that even in a small country, the people can lead a
happy life, in sovereign country if they have the correct political theory
and good leaders.
We as Juche-followers must teach the people in Austria the theory
of Kimilsungism-Kimjongilism and about the activities and
achievements of Leader Kim Jong Un.

